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Abstract
In terms of rotation graphs we construct the complete topological invariants for gradient-like flows
on closed surfaces. In terms of the so-called current graphs we also construct a complete topological
invariant for Morse–Smale foliations without closed orbits on closed orientable surfaces.
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Introduction
In [11] Peixoto has introduced an important topological invariant of Morse–Smale
flows on compact 2-manifolds. This invariant has been defined as a graph associated with
a given flow and endowed with some additional structure (called the distinguished graph
of a flow). The distinguished graph of a flow, being its complete topological invariant,
turns out to be somewhat cumbersome and contains too much information needed for
recovering this flow up to the topological equivalence. Recall that two flows π and χ
on a compact smooth manifold M are called topologically equivalent (or topologically
conjugate) if there exists a homeomorphism h :M → M which sends the orbits of π
into the ones of χ and keeps their directions. Nikolaev [8] has constructed a topological
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invariant of Morse–Smale flows on closed orientable surfaces in terms of rotation graph
associated with a flow (the Peixoto orgraph of a flow). It turns out the Peixoto orgraph of
a flow is the complete topological invariant for Morse–Smale flows without closed orbits
and is not so in general case (see [9]). In [9], Oshemkov and Sharko have constructed a
complete topological invariant of Morse–Smale flows on smooth closed 2-manifolds in
terms of the molecula of a flow. The topologically equivalence classes of Morse–Smale
flows without closed orbits on closed surfaces have been also described in terms of chord
diagrams [12]. Following Peixoto, we call Morse–Smale flows without closed orbits the
gradient-like flows. Here we construct a complete topological invariant for the gradient-like
flows on closed orientable surfaces, in terms of the so-called special rotation graphs, and
for the gradient-like flows on closed (non-orientable surfaces), in terms of the embedding
schemes associated with given flows. The special rotation graph of a flow is a graph formed
by the sources and the saddle points (the vertex set) and the separatrices joining the sources
with the saddle points (the edge set). Moreover, the special rotation graph of a flow contains
the information about the local rotations at the vertices of the graph, the latter being given
by the natural embedding of its underlying graph into a surface on which the flow is
defined. In the case when a gradient-like flow is defined on a non-orientable surface, we
supply the rotation graph with some additional data given by marking of its edges. The
latter allows to recover the embedding of this graph into a non-orientable surface uniquely
up to equivalence. As combinatorial objects, our topological invariants of gradient-like
flows on closed surfaces seem to be somewhat simpler than the other ones, mentioned
above. In [13], using these topological invariants, we obtain a lower bound for the number
of different up to topological equivalence gradient-like flows on the orientable surface of
genus g with the given restrictions on the numbers of sources and sinks.
We also construct a new topological invariant of Morse–Smale foliation without closed
orbits on a closed oriented smooth connected 2-manifold. Under a foliation on a closed
orientable smooth 2-manifold M we understand a field of line elements on M [2]. Our
approach to the study of foliations is due to Bronstein and Nikolaev [2,3]. In [2], Bronstein
and Nikolaev elaborated a new approach to the study of foliations on closed orientable
surfaces. Instead of a field of line elements on 2-manifold M they study a flow on an
auxiliary 2-manifold M˜ , antisymmetric with respect to some involution θ on M˜ . Such
the approach allows to extend the results on structural stability, density and openness
of Morse–Smale flows on closed orientable 2-manifold M in χr(M), r  1, to the
case of foliations. In [3], Bronstein and Nikolaev have also constructed a topological
invariant of a Morse–Smale foliation on closed orientable surfaces. This invariant (called
the Peixoto orgraph of foliation) is a generalization of the similar topological invariant for
Morse–Smale flows to the case of Morse–Smale foliations. It is a complete topological
invariant only for Morse–Smale foliations without closed orbits (see the above remark).
The Peixoto orgraph of any Morse–Smale foliation on an orientable closed surface M
is actually the orgraph of a flow defined on an auxiliary orientable surface M˜ , the latter
being the branched covering space of M of branching index 2, and endowed additionally
with an involution θ : M˜ → M˜ . In this paper, we construct another complete topological
invariant for Morse–Smale foliations without closed orbits (gradient-like foliations) on
closed orientable surfaces, called the current graph of a foliation. Actually this is the
bipartite rotation graph, associated with a given gradient-like foliation on a surface M or
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with the corresponding flow on M˜ . As graph, it is formed by singular points of a foliation
(the vertex set), singular leaves of this foliation (the edge set) and endowed additionally
with the structure of current graph (see [14] for the definition of topological current graph).
The information given by this graph allows us to recover the Peixoto orgraph of a foliation.
1. Rotation graphs and gradient-like flows and foliations on closed surfaces
In the first part of this section we define the rotation graph G of any Morse–Smale
flow ϕ without closed orbits (gradient-like flow) on closed surface M and show that
G determines ϕ up to topological equivalence of flows. When a flow is defined on an
orientable surface, we use the certain notion of rotation graph. Such a rotation graph
determines a 2-cell embedding of its underlying graph into orientable (rather oriented)
surface [8]. In the case when a flow is defined on a non-orientable surface, we actually use a
2-fold covering p : G˜→G and define a rotation system on the graph G˜ , so that the rotation
graph G˜ determines a generalized embedding scheme for the graph G (see [15]) and
defines a 2-cell embedding of G into surface M . We use the second construction to define
the topological invariants of gradient-like flows on orientable and non-orientable surfaces.
Moreover we carry out our construction of rotation graph associated with a flow over to
the case of Morse–Smale foliations on closed orientable surfaces. An alternative approach
to constructing the topological invariants for gradient-like flows on closed surfaces was
given in [12].
We give only a brief information about rotation graphs, Morse–Smale flows and
foliations. For more detailed information about rotation graphs and 2-cell embeddings
of graphs into closed surfaces see, for example, [14]. We refer the reader to [10] for
geometry and topology of Morse–Smale flows on surfaces and [8,3] for applications of
rotation graphs in classification of Morse–Smale flows and foliations on surfaces.
Under a graph we shall understand a connected non-oriented graph which admits
self-adjacencies and multiple edges, if otherwise stated. Under a surface we shall mean
a compact smooth connected 2-manifold, if otherwise specified.
Our approach to constructing the topological invariants of Morse–Smale flows on
surfaces is similar to that of Nikolaev given in [8]. The difference is that here we propose
the invariants in more simple form. Moreover, our approach allows to classify gradient-
like flows on orientable closed surfaces as well as on the non-orientable ones. Since we
are dealing only with flows on compact 2-manifolds, we shall not distinguish between
a smooth vector field X and the corresponding flow ϕX.
Let M be a surface. Denote by χr(M) the space of Cr -smooth vector fields X :M →
TM on M endowed with the uniform Cr -topology.
Definition 1.1. Let X and Y be two flows on a surface M . Then X and Y are called
topologically equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism h :M → M which sends
the trajectories of X into the trajectories of Y , preserving their directions.
Definition 1.2. A smooth vector field X ∈ χr(M) will be called a Morse–Smale system
provided
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(1) X has a finite number of singular elements (singular points and closed orbits, each of
hyperbolic type);
(2) If σ1 and σ2 are singular elements of X, then the stable manifold Ws(σ1) associated
with σ1 and unstable manifoldWu(σ2) associated with σ2 have transverse intersection;
(3) The set Ω(X) consisting of non-wandering points of X on M coincides with the union
of singular elements of X.
It is known [10] that every Morse–Smale system on a compact smooth 2-manifold M
satisfies the following conditions:
(1′) There is no trajectory joining any two saddle points of X;
(2′) For each p ∈ M there are singular elements σi and σj such that ω(p) = σi and
α(p)= σj .
It is well-known (see, for example, [10]) that the set χr0 (M) of Morse–Smale flows onM
is open in χr(M), consists of structurally stable flows, and is dense in χr(M), when r  1
and M is orientable or r = 1 and M is non-orientable. Each Morse–Smale flow without
closed orbits on a compact Riemannian 2-manifold M is topologically equivalent to a
gradient Morse–Smale flow on M [10,11]. Following Peixoto [11], we shall call Morse–
Smale flows without closed orbits the gradient-like flows.
A trajectory L of X will be called singular if (a) L is singular element of X, or (b)
L is a trajectory joining a singular element to a saddle point. Each Morse–Smale flow ϕ
on surface M defines an oriented graph Gϕ (or the scheme of the flow) with the vertex set
Vϕ = (Singϕ)∪(Cyclϕ) and edge setEG = Sepϕ, where Singϕ, Cyclϕ and Sepϕ denote,
respectively, the set of singular points, closed orbits and separatrices of the given flow. The
graph Gϕ can be oriented in the obvious way: the orientation of any edge is induced by
the direction of the corresponding trajectory of ϕ. Obviously, Gϕ is a topological invariant
of Morse–Smale flows on a surface. It turns out that Gϕ is not the complete topological
invariant of Morse–Smale flows on a closed orientable surface [11].
Definition 1.3. By a polar cell we understand the cell formed by a polar flow. By a standard
cell and the Andronov cell we understand, respectively, a flow with one source, one sink
bounded by four separatrices and a flow with one source and one sink bounded by three
separatrices, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Note that each region of a polar flow is homeomorphic either to a sphere or to a disc or
to an annulus in accordance to whether it contains two nodes, one node and one cycle or
two cycles, as its critical elements. On the other hand, every standard and Andronov cell
is homeomorphic to a disc region. The oriented graphs corresponding to a standard cell
and the Andronov cell are called, respectively, the standard molecule and the Andronov
molecule [8].
By Theorem 5 of [8], every Morse–Smale flow on an orientable surface M admits
a decomposition into a finite number of polar, standard and Andronov cells. For any
gradient-like flow on an orientable surface M the only one type of polar cells can occur
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Fig. 1. Polar (a), standard (b) and Andronov (c) cells.
in its decomposition. This is a polar flow on a sphere, with two nodes, one of which is
a source and another is a sink.
Denote by Cϕ the union of all singular trajectories of any gradient-like flow ϕ on a
closed surface M . We can regard Cϕ as a topological embedding of the graph Gϕ into M .
The subspaceM \Cϕ is the union of open connected regionsUi in M , called the elementary
cells of a Morse–Smale flow. The only one case can occur, when not all regions Ui in M
are 2-cells. In this case M is the sphere S2, ϕ is a polar flow on S2, without any saddle
points. ThenM \Cϕ is an open connected region in M homeomorphic to the two-punctured
sphere. In the remaining cases M \Cϕ is the union of open 2-cells. To each polar flow on a
sphere one can assign a graph formed by two vertices and one oriented edge, the orientation
of the edge being determined by the direction from the source to the sink of the flow.
Let ϕ be a gradient-like flow on a closed oriented surface M , us be any sink of ϕ and
let {Al}l∈Us be the family of the cells Al from the decomposition of ϕ on M such that us
is a sink of Al . Put B̂s =⋃l∈Us Al . Remove from B̂s all the saddle points, sources and
the separatrices joining the saddle points to the sources of ϕ. Denote by Bs the remaining
set.
Proposition 1.1. Bs is an open 2-cell. Moreover, if us and ut are two distinct sinks of ϕ,
then Bs ∩Bt = ∅.
Proof. The proof of the assertion follows directly from the definition of Bs and from
the above reasoning (see also Proposition 1.1 of [12]). ✷
Let ϕ be a gradient-like flow on a closed orientable surface M and let Gϕ be the graph
associated with ϕ. Let U , S and W be, respectively, the sets of all sinks, saddle points and
sources of ϕ and let F be the set of all singular trajectories of ϕ joining the saddle points
to the sources. Define Hϕ to be the subgraph of Gϕ with the vertex set W ∪ S and the edge
set F . Notice that self-adjacencies (multiple edges) can occur in Hϕ (Gϕ , respectively).
We can regard the subspace S ∪W ∪ F ⊂M as the graph Hϕ embedded in M .
We shall say that an embedding f :G→M of a graph G into a surface M is 2-cell if
each connected component of the space M \ f (G) is an open 2-cell.
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Proposition 1.2. For every gradient-like flow ϕ on a closed orientable surface M
the natural embedding of the graph Hϕ into M is 2-cell.
Proof. Let P =M \Hϕ . The subspace P ⊂M has a finite number of connected compo-
nents Ds , P =⋃s Ds , each containing exactly one sink us of ϕ. Note that P =
⋃
s Bs .
By Proposition 1.1, each connected component Ds of P actually coincides with the corre-
sponding set Bs . Since each Bs , where us ∈ U , is a 2-cell, the assertion follows. ✷
In the sequel we often identify the graphs with their images under the embeddings into
surfaces and endow the images with the structure of 1-CW -complex.
The graph Hϕ is homeomorphic to the graph Ĥϕ obtained from Hϕ as follows. Let u
be any saddle point of ϕ and l1u, l2u be two separatrices of ϕ joining u to some sources
w1 and w2, respectively, of ϕ (the case w1 = w2 is not excluded). Then u is a vertex of
Hϕ of degree 2 and l1u, l2u form in Hϕ two edges incident to u. Replace a triple (l1u,u, l2u)
in graph Hϕ by a single edge l, joining w1 to w2 (it may occur that l will be a loop).
Repeat this procedure in Hϕ for each vertex u of Hϕ which corresponds to a saddle point
of ϕ. The resulting graph is Ĥϕ . Note that the natural 2-cell embedding of Hϕ in M gives
actually a 2-cell embedding of Ĥϕ in M .
Similarly, define the subgraph Tϕ of Gϕ to be a graph with the vertex set U ∪ S and
the edge set R, where R is the set of all singular trajectories of ϕ joining the saddle points
to the sinks of ϕ. Then each saddle point of ϕ is a vertex of Tϕ of degree 2. Let u be
any saddle point of ϕ and t1u , t2u be two separatrices of ϕ which form in Tϕ two edges
incident to u. Replace each triple (t1u,u, t2u) in the graph Tϕ by one edge, as before, where
u runs over all saddle points of ϕ. The resulting graph is denoted by T̂ϕ . Obviously, T̂ϕ
is homeomorphic to Tϕ . Note that Tϕ ∪ Hϕ =Gϕ and Tϕ ∩Hϕ is precisely the set of all
saddle points of ϕ on M .
Definition 1.4. Let G be a finite graph. A rotation system on G is a map ψ that assigns to
each vertex v of G a cyclic permutation ψv , called the local rotation at v, of the oriented
edges originating at v. The pair (G,ψ) will be called a rotation graph. We shall often use
the notation G for a rotation graph (G,ψ) if this does not lead to any ambiguity.
Note that every rotation system ψ on a graph G determines a permutation ψ ′ on the set of
oriented edges of G,EOG , as depicted in Fig. 2.
The cyclic group generated by the permutation ψ ′ has orbits in the set E0G of oriented
edges ofG and induces a familyFψ of oriented walks in G, so that each oriented edge of G
occurs once in Fψ . We can think of every walk from Fψ as the boundary of some oriented
polygon, so that the orientation of the polygon boundary is reverse to the orientation of
Fig. 2.
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the edges of G induced by the permutation action. Then the standard identification process
of oriented boundaries of polygons to (G,ψ) gives an embedding f of the graph G into
an oriented closed surface, called the Heffter–Edmonds embedding [14]. On the other hand,
given any 2-cell embedding f of the graph G into an oriented closed surface M , one can
uniquely determine the rotation system on a graph G which produces a 2-cell embedding
g of G into M , equivalent to f [14].
Let (G,f ) be a rotation graph and g :G→M be the Heffter–Edmonds embedding of
G into a closed oriented surface M determined by (G,ψ). Change the orientation on M .
Then the embedding g :G→ M̂ , where M̂ is the same surface M only with the orientation
changed, gives a rotation system ψ∗ on G, which actually determines the same orientable
surface M = M̂ . We call the rotation system ψ∗ on G the mirror image of ψ .
Proposition 1.3. The 2-cell embedding of the graphs Ĥϕ and T̂ϕ induced by the natural
embedding of Gϕ into M are dual each other.
Proof. Fix an orientation on M . The embedding of Hϕ into M induced by the natural
embedding ofGϕ intoM gives a rotation system ψ onHϕ and so, a rotation graph (Hϕ,ψ).
Notice also that the number of the edges both of Ĥϕ and T̂ϕ is equal to the number of saddle
points of ϕ. Moreover, if l1u and l2u are two edges of Hϕ , incident to any u ∈ S, and t1u and
t2u are two edges of Tϕ , incident to the same vertex u, l is the edge of Ĥϕ corresponding
to the triple (l1u,u, l2u) and t is the edge of T̂ϕ corresponding to the triple (t1u,u, t2u), then
l and t are dual of each other under the embedding of Ĥϕ and T̂ϕ into M . Next, each
vertex of Tϕ (i.e., a sink of ϕ) is positioned inside of some 2-cell U of M −Hϕ , so that
the oriented circuit of its boundary ∂U coincides actually with some walk Cu in the family
Fψ . Let U be the set of all open 2-cells of M −Hϕ . By Proposition 1.2, the assignment
U → Cu is one-to-one correspondence between U and Fψ . This completes the proof of
the proposition. ✷
Let ϕ and π be two gradient-like flows on a closed orientable surface M and let Gϕ ,
Gπ be the graphs of ϕ and π , respectively. Choose any orientation on M . The 2-cell
embeddings gϕ :Gϕ → M and gπ :Gπ → M induce the rotation systems τ and µ on
the graphsGϕ and Gπ , respectively. Let Uϕ and Uπ be the sets of sinks of ϕ and π , Sϕ and
Sϕ be the sets of saddle points and Wϕ and Wπ be the sets of sources of the flows ϕ and
π , respectively. We shall call the rotation graphs (Gϕ, τ ) and (Gπ,µ) equivalent, if there
exists an isomorphism h of the rotation graphs which sends Uϕ onto Uπ , Sϕ onto Sπ and
Wϕ onto Wπ . By Theorem 6 of [8] (which is true for gradient-like flows, see Introduction
and Remark 1.6 below), the two gradient-like flows ϕ and π on a closed oriented surface
M are topologically equivalent if and only if the induced rotation graphs (Gϕ, τ ) and
(Gπ,µ) or the rotation graphs (Gϕ, τ ∗) and (Gπ ,µ) are equivalent. On the other hand,
the Heffter–Edmonds theorem of [14] implies that any two equivalent (in usual sense) 2-
cell embeddings f,g :G→ M of the graph G into a closed oriented surface M induce
the isomorphic rotation graphs Gdf and Gdg , where G
d
f (G
d
g) is the dual of the graph G
with respect to the embedding f (g). Now the following proposition follows directly from
Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 6 of [8] mentioned above.
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Proposition 1.4. Any two gradient-like flows ϕ and π on an orientable closed surface
M are topologically equivalent if and only if the rotation graphs (Ĥϕ, τ ) and (Ĥπ ,µ)
induced by the natural embeddings of Ĥϕ and Ĥπ , respectively, in M or the rotation graphs
(Ĥϕ, τ
∗) and (Ĥπ ,µ) are isomorphic.
Proposition 1.4 reduces the problem of topological classification of gradient-like flows
on an orientable surface to the one of classification of rotation graphs up to isomorphism.
Let (H, τ) be any rotation graph. It is reasonable to ask whether there exists a gradient-
like flow ϕ on an orientable surface M such that the rotation graph (Hϕ,µ) associated with
ϕ is isomorphic to (H, τ) or (H, τ ∗).
Let ϕ be a gradient-like flow with n sources, m saddle points and r sinks on
the orientable closed surface M of genus s. By Poincaré–Hopf theorem, we have n −
m+ r = 2− 2s.
Theorem 1.5. Let (H,ϕ) be a rotation graph with n vertices, m edges, m > 0, and
generating the collection F of the walks of graph H with |F | = r . Then there exists
a gradient-like flow ϕ on an orientable closed surfaceM of genus (m+2−n−r)/2 having
n sources, m saddle points and r sinks, such that the rotation graph (Hϕ,µ) associated
with ϕ is isomorphic to (H, τ) or (H, τ ∗).
Proof. Denote by W the vertex set of the graph H . Let f :H → M be the Heffter–
Edmonds embedding of the graph H into an oriented closed surface M , induced by
the rotation system τ on H . Let us regard the graph T , dual of H in M with respect
to the embedding f :H → M . Denote by U the vertex set of the graph T . Each edge
e of H has non-empty intersection only with one edge f of T , e meets f transversely,
e ∩ f = {w}, where w is an interior point of both e and f . Denote by S the set H ∩ T
(where H and T are considered as topological graphs embedded in M). We can subdivide
all the edges of the graph H , by adding a new vertex w on each edge e of H , where w is
the intersection point of edge e and its dual f . In the new graph H ′ each edge e of H will
be replaced by two edges e1 and e2 of H ′. The vertex set of H ′ is W ∪ S. Similarly, each
point w, w ∈ S, subdivides the corresponding edge f of T , w ∈ f , into two new edges of
the new graph T ′, whose vertex set is U ∪ S. Obviously, H is homeomorphic to H ′ and T
is homeomorphic to T ′. We can constitute a new topological graph G with the vertex set
VG = VH ′ ∪ VT ′ = S ∪W ∪ U and the edge set EG = EH ′ ∪ ET ′ . Any edge e ∈ EH ′ of
the graph G joins a vertex v ∈ S to a vertex w ∈W of G, whereas the edges f ∈ET ′ of this
graph join the vertices v′ ∈ S to the vertices u ∈ U . Take the direction on each edge e ∈EH ′
of the graph G from W to S. Similarly, on each edge f ∈ ET ′ of G we take the direction
from S to U . Since the graph G is naturally embedded in M , it can be considered as
a rotation graph. Let F be a collection of walks of the graph G, generated by the rotation
system on G. It is easily seen that the rotation tripartite orgraph G is an abstract Peixoto
orgraph, that is each C ∈ F is either standard molecule or Andronov molecule. Then, by
Theorem 7 of [8], G can be realized as the Peixoto orgraph of some gradient-like flow ϕ
on M . It is easy to verify that Hϕ is isomorphic to H . ✷
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Remark 1.1. The last results can be easily extended to the case of gradient-like flows
on closed orientable smooth 2-manifolds consisting of a finite number of connected
components. For this purpose we have to introduce into consideration the rotation graphs
consisting of a finite number of connected components.
Example 1.1. To illustrate how the special rotation graph Hϕ of a flow ϕ works, we
consider a classical example taken from [11] and revisited by Nikolaev in [8]. The gradient-
like flow ϕ under consideration is determined by its Peixoto orgraph Gϕ represented
as a graph embedded in S2 (or the plane) as depicted in Fig. 3(a). Here the rotation
system on Gϕ is determined by the given embedding of this graph in S2 and the choice
of counterclockwise orientation on the visualized part of S2. In Fig. 3(b) we indicate
the special rotation graph Ĥϕ of the flow ϕ which is obviously homeomorphic to a subgraph
of Gϕ . Here we depict by dashed lines the edges of the graph T̂ϕ , dual of Ĥϕ , with respect
to the given embedding of Ĥϕ into S2.
Now we pass to considering the gradient-like flows on non-orientable closed surfaces.
The topological invariant of gradient-like flows, we shall construct below, works in the case
of non-orientable surfaces as well as in the case of orientable surfaces.
Let ϕ be a gradient-like flow on a non-orientable closed surface M . Denote by Cϕ
the union of all singular trajectories of ϕ on M . Let Gϕ be the graph of the flow ϕ
with the vertex set VG = Singϕ and the edge set EG = Sepϕ endowed with an obvious
incidence structure. Gϕ is actually a 1-dimensional CW -complex. The set Cϕ can be
considered as the image of the natural embedding of the graph Gϕ into M . Gϕ is,
obviously, a topological invariant of gradient-like flows on closed non-orientable surfaces.
As in the case of gradient-like flows on orientable surfaces, the graph Gϕ , embedded in M ,
determines a decomposition of the flow ϕ in a finite number of the cells of canonical form.
The only one additional type of cells (besides standard and Andronov cells) can occur in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. The cell of type 4.
the decomposition of ϕ on a non-orientable surface M . Due to Peixoto, we refer to these
cells as the cells of type 4 [11] (see Fig. 4).
The space M\Cϕ is the union of open regions Ui in M , called the elementary cells of
a gradient-like flow ϕ. Each connected componentUi of M\Cϕ is an open 2-cell, as before.
Therefore, Cϕ is the image of a topological 2-cell embedding of the graph Gϕ into M .
To describe 2-cell embeddings of graphs into non-orientable surfaces we shall introduce
the notion of generalized embedding scheme for the graphs, due to Stahl [15]. We remind
that our definition of graph admits the existence of self-adjacencies and multiple edges in
a graph.
Definition 1.5. A generalized embedding scheme (P,λ) for a graphG consists of a rotation
system P on G and a voltage map λ :EG→ Z2 on G with values in the group Z2. Denote
by Gλ the graph derived from the voltage graph (P,λ). Gλ is a 2-covering space of G
and every edge e of G is the projection of two edges labeled by e˜ and ˆ˜e, where the sym-
bol̂stands to denote the “other” element in any given pair of edges. Define a rotation Pλ
for Gλ by lifting the rotation Pv to (v,0) and lifting P ∗v to (v,1) for every vertex v of
the graph G. The rotation system Pλ determines an auxiliary embedding of the graph Gλ
into some oriented closed surface.
Let the oriented edges e1, . . . , en of G constitute a walk l of G. We shall call the sequence
e−1n , e−1n−1, . . . , e
−1
1 the walk inverse to l.
Let (P,λ) be a generalized embedding scheme for the graph G. It turns out [15] that
the regions of the auxiliary embedding of Gλ can be decomposed into the pairs {R, R̂},
where R = R̂, so that the oriented circuits of the boundaries of R and R̂ project to
the inverse walks of G. Let ρ be a collection of some of the regions of the auxiliary
embedding of Gλ, such that for each region R only one of the pair {R, R̂} is in ρ.
For any pair {R, R̂}, let (e˜1, e˜2, . . . , e˜n) denote the oriented boundary of the region R,
where e˜i are the lifts of oriented edges ei in G. Denote by p(R) a plane polygon whose
oriented boundary is (e1, . . . , en). Then each edge e of G occurs twice as a side of
some polygon p(R). The classical side identification process, applied to the collection
p(ρ) = {p(R),R ∈ ρ}, gives a 2-cell embedding of G into some closed surface M .
The map p is then a 2-fold covering projection p : M˜ →M which extends the covering
p :Gλ →G of the graph G. Now we can restate Theorem 1.6 of [15] as follows
Theorem 1.6. Let G be a graph. Then every generalized embedding scheme (P,λ) for
G determines a 2-cell embedding of G in a closed surface and, conversely, every 2-cell
embedding of G in a closed surface is determined by an appropriate such scheme.
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We shall call two embedding schemes (P1, λ1) and (P2, λ2) for a given graph G
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism G onto itself which preserves the local rotations
at the vertices of G and preserves the voltages on the edges.
Remark 1.2. Notice that some generalized embedding schemes for a graph G can
determine the embeddings of G into an orientable surface M . Moreover, two different
(non-isomorphic) generalized embedding schemes (P1, λ1), (P2, λ2) for a graph G can
produce the equivalent embeddings of G into closed surface M .
Let f :G→M be a 2-cell embedding of graph G into a closed surface M and let (P,λ) be
a generalized embedding scheme for G which determines the embedding f . It is clear that
the following operations on (P,λ) do not change the embedding f (up to equivalence):
(a) Choose a vertex v in G; change the local rotation at v by the reverse (mirror) one
and change simultaneously the value λ(e) on each edge e of G having exactly one
endpoint at v by the value λ̂(e), λ̂(e) = (1 − λ(e)) ∈ Z2; all the other local rotations
and the values of voltages on the other edges of G remain the same as before;
(b) Choose a vertex v of degree 1 or 2 (if such exists) in G; change the values of voltages
on the edges having exactly one endpoint at v; all local rotations in G and the values
of voltages on the other edges of G are left the same as before.
If a generalized embedding scheme (P,λ) for G is obtained from one of (Q,µ) by using
only one of the operations a) or b), we shall say that the generalized embedding schemes
(P,λ) and (Q,µ) for G are elementary equivalent.
Definition 1.6. Two generalized embedded schemes (P,λ) and (Q,µ) for the graph G
are called equivalent if there exists a finite sequence of generalized embedding schemes
(P1, λ1), (P2, λ2), . . . , (Pn,λn) for G, such that (Pi, λi) is elementary equivalent to
(Pi+1, λi+1), i = 1, . . . , n− 1, (P1, λ1)= (P,λ) and (Pn,λn)= (Q,µ).
Proposition 1.7. Two generalized embedded scheme for a graph G determines the equiva-
lent embedding of G into a closed surface M (possibly orientable) iff they are equivalent.
Proof. The statement of Proposition 1.7 is a slight modification of that of Theorem 4
of [15] and easily follows from the arguments used in its proof. ✷
Now we show, how one can, for a given embedding f of the graph G into a closed
surface M (orientable or non-orientable), construct a generalized embedding scheme
(P,λ) for G, which determines f . Denote by VG the vertex set of G and by EG the edge
set of G. Let us consider a thin regular neighbourhood U(G) of G in M . We can think of
U(G) as the surface, obtained from the union of disjoint small discsDv (the neighbourhood
of v in M), v ∈ VG, and the union of the family {Be}e∈EG of bands in M , by gluing
each to other in the following way. If the edge e of G is incident to the vertices v and
w of G, then Dv is glued to Be along the side av of this band and Dw is glued to Be
along the side aw of Be , opposite to av (see Fig. 5(a)). Notice that the case v = w is not
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Fig. 5.
excluded. In the latter case Dv =Dw and the corresponding band Be can twist, as depicted
in Fig. 5(b).
Choose an orientation on each disc Dv , v ∈ VG. The orientation on Dv induces
an orientation on the side av . Similarly, the orientation on Dw induces an orientation
on the side aw (here av ⊂ ∂Dv , aw ⊂ ∂Dw). We assign to the edge e of G the value
of voltage 0, if the orientations of av and of aw are coherent on ∂Be , and assign to e
the value of voltage 1, in opposite case. Moreover, the choice of orientations on the discs
Dv , v ∈ VG, determines a local rotation at each vertex v of G. As the result, we have
obtained a generalized embedding scheme (P,λ) for the graph G. It is easily seen that
(P,λ) determines the embedding of G into M , equivalent to f .
Let us turn to the study of gradient-like flows on non-orientable surfaces. Let ϕ be any
gradient-like flow on a closed non-orientable surface M , Gϕ be the graph of the flow ϕ
and let Cϕ be the image of topological embedding of Gϕ into M . Define the subgraphs
Hϕ , Tϕ of the graph Gϕ and their reduced graphs Ĥϕ and T̂ϕ in the same way as for
the gradient-like flows on an orientable surface. The natural 2-cell embedding of the graph
Gϕ into a non-orientable surface M induces the embeddings of the graphs Hϕ , Tϕ , Ĥϕ and
T̂ϕ into M .
Let us be any sink of the flow ϕ on M . Denote by As the collection of the cells of
the decomposition of the flow ϕ on M for which us is a unique sink. Recall that each region
in the collection As is a standard cell, the Andronov cell or a cell of type 4. Put B̂s =⋃As .
Remove from the set B̂s all saddle points and sources of the cells involved in As and
the saparatreces joining such saddle points to the sources of ϕ. Denote the remaining
set by Bs . The similar reasoning as in the case of flows on orientable surfaces show that
the following assertion holds.
Proposition 1.8. Let ϕ be a gradient-like flow on a closed non-orientable surface M . Then
for each sink us of ϕ the set Bs is an open 2-cell. Moreover, if us and ut are two distinct
sinks of ϕ, then Bs ∩Bt = ∅.
Note that the existence of the new type of cells (the cells of type 4) in the decomposition
of a gradient-like flow ϕ on a non-orientable surface M does not lead to appearence the
new type of regions (i.e., the regions which are not 2-cells) of the embeddings of the graphs
Hϕ and Tϕ in M . The arguments in the proofs of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 are still work, so
the following analogues of the propositions hold.
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Proposition 1.9. Let ϕ be any gradient-like flow on a non-orientable closed surface M ,
Gϕ be a graph of ϕ, naturally embedded in M , and Hϕ be the subgraph of Gϕ defined
above. Then the induced embedding of Hϕ into M is 2-cell.
Proposition 1.10. Let ϕ be a gradient-like flow on a non-orientable closed surface M ,
Gϕ be a graph of ϕ, Ĥϕ and T̂ϕ be the reduced graphs of the subgraphs Hϕ and Tϕ ,
respectively, of G. Then the 2-cell embeddings of the graphs Ĥϕ and T̂ϕ in M , induced by
the natural embeddings of Hϕ and Tϕ , respectively, into M are dual of each other.
Let ϕ be a gradient-like flow on a non-orientable closed surface M , Gϕ be the graph of
ϕ, Hϕ be the subgraph of Gϕ , generating by the set of sources and saddle points of ϕ (see
above) and let Ĥϕ be the reduced graph of Hϕ . Since the induced embedding of the graph
Ĥϕ into M is 2-cell, it determines a generalized embedding scheme (P,λ) for the graph
up to equivalence. We shall call (P,λ) the embedding scheme for the flow ϕ.
Let ϕ and π be two gradient-like flows on a non-orientable closed surface M , Uϕ and
Uπ be the sets of sinks, Sϕ and Sπ be the sets of saddle points, Wϕ and Wπ be the sets of
sources of the flows ϕ and π , respectively. Let gϕ :Gϕ →M , gπ :Gπ →M be the natural
embeddings of the graphs Gϕ and Gπ , respectively, in M . Suppose the flows ϕ and π
are topologically equivalent. By the definition of topological equivalence, there exists
a homeomorphism h :M →M , which maps isomorphically the 1-CW -complex Gϕ onto
the 1-CW -complex Gπ and sends Uϕ onto Uπ , Sϕ onto Sπ and Wϕ onto Wπ . Moreover,
h maps isomorphically the graph (1-CW -complex) Hϕ onto the graph (1-CW -complex)
Hπ . Next, the embedding gϕ |Hϕ :Hϕ →M gives actually an embedding hϕ of the reduced
graph Ĥϕ into M . Similarly, the embedding gπ |Hπ :Hπ →M determines the embedding
hπ of the reduced graph Ĥπ into M . Therefore h maps isomorphically the reduced graph
Ĥϕ onto the reduced graph Ĥπ (here we identify Ĥϕ and Ĥπ with their images under
the embeddings hϕ and hπ , respectively). Let (Pϕ,λϕ) and (Pπ ,λπ ) be the embedding
schemes for the flows ϕ and π , respectively. It follows from what has been said above
that the embedding schemes (Pϕ,λϕ) and (Pπ ,λπ ) for ϕ and π may be chosen to be
isomorphic.
Theorem 1.11. Let ϕ and π be two gradient-like flows on a non-orientable closed surface
M , and let (Pϕ,λϕ) and (Pπ ,λπ ) be the embedding schemes for ϕ and π , respectively.
Then ϕ and π are topologically equivalent if and only if the embedding schemes (Pϕ,λϕ)
and (Pπ ,λπ) are equivalent (compare with Theorem 1.2 of [12]).
Proof. Let Uϕ and Uπ be the sets of sinks, Sϕ and Sπ be the sets of saddle points and
Wϕ and let Wπ be the sets of sources of the flows ϕ and π , respectively. We have only
to show that if (Pϕ,λϕ) and (Pπ ,λπ) are equivalent, then there exists a homeomorphism
h :M → M which maps the graph (1-CW-complex) Gϕ isomorphically onto the graph
(1-CW-complex) Gπ and sends Uϕ onto Uπ , Sϕ onto Sπ and Wϕ onto Wψ . We may
assume, without loss of generality, that the embedding schemes (Pϕ,λϕ) and (Pπ ,λπ ) are
isomorphic as generalized embedding schemes for the graphs Ĥϕ and Ĥπ , respectively
(if no, we change the generalized embedding scheme (Pϕ,λϕ) for the graph Ĥϕ for
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an equivalent one to achieve this). Therefore, the 1-CW -complexes Ĥϕ and Ĥπ are
isomorphic and the natural embeddings hϕ : Ĥϕ →M and hπ : Ĥπ →M (determined also
by the generalized embedding schemes (Pϕ,λϕ) and (Pπ ,λπ), respectively) are equivalent.
Let h :M→M be a corresponding homeomorphism which establishes the equivalence of
hϕ and hπ . To continue, we note that the number of sinks of ϕ is equal to the number
of connected components of the space M − hϕ(Ĥϕ). Similarly, the number of sinks of
π is equal to the number of connected components of M − hπ (Ĥπ ), so |Uϕ| = |Uπ |.
Moreover, the numbers of saddle points of the flows ϕ and π are equal to the numbers
of the edges of the graphs Ĥϕ and Ĥπ , respectively, so |Sϕ | = |Sπ |. Now we proceed as
before. The homeomorphism h :M →M induces actually an isomorphism of the graphs
Ĥ dϕ and Ĥ dπ , duals of the graphs Ĥϕ and Ĥπ under the embeddings hϕ and hπ , respectively.
Changing slightly the homeomorphisms hϕ and hπ by isotopy of M , we may achieve that
Uϕ (Uπ respectively) coincides with the vertex set of the graph Ĥ dϕ (Ĥ dπ respectively).
Next, applying the isotopy to M , if needed, we can assume that each edge e′ of the graph
Ĥ dϕ , dual of the edge e of the graph Ĥϕ , meets e at a point w ∈ M which is a saddle
point of the flow ϕ, so that the two edges e1 and e2 in Hϕ , incident to w, are reduced
in Ĥϕ to the edge e. Moreover, we can position the edges of the dual graph Ĥ dϕ of
Ĥϕ in M in such a way that the edge e′ of Ĥ dϕ , as subset in M , coincides with the set
e′1 ∪ {w} ∪ e′2, where e′1 and e′2 are the two separatrices of the flow ϕ tending to the saddle
point w. In the other words, we may assume that the dual graph Ĥ dϕ of Ĥϕ coincides
with the graph T̂ϕ embedded in M . Similarly, we may assume that the dual graph Ĥ dπ
of Ĥπ coincides with the graph T̂π embedded in M . Therefore, after application of
appropriate isotopy to M , the resulting homeomorphism hˆ :M→M satisfies the following
conditions: a) hˆ(Ĥϕ)= Ĥπ ; b) hˆ(T̂ϕ)= T̂π ; c) hˆ sends the sinks, sources and saddle points
of ϕ onto the sinks, sources and saddle points, respectively, of π .
It is easily to see that the constructed homeomorphism hˆ :M →M establishes actually
an isomorphism of 1-CW-complexes Gϕ and Gπ , the graphs of the flows ϕ and π ,
respectively. Next we can isotop the homeomorphism hˆ separately on each pair (t, r) of
cells of the flows ϕ and π , respectively, such that hˆ(t) = r . Doing so, we may achieve
that the flows ϕ and π are topologically conjugate on each pair of the cells (t, r) such
that hˆ(t) = r . This can be done because the structure of the trajectories inside each cell
of the flows ϕ and π are the same. These are the trajectories joining a unique source
of the cell to a unique sink of the cell, Poisson unstable both in positive and negative
directions [1]. ✷
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.11 gives a topological classification of gradient-like flows on
non-orientable closed surfaces in terms of embedding schemes, i.e., some auxiliary graphs
associated with these flows. The similar assertion holds for the flows on orientable closed
surfaces. There is no reason however to use this topological invariant for the flows on
orientable closed surfaces, because in this case a generalized embedding scheme of a graph
(or, more exactly, the embedding scheme for a flow), after equivalent replacement, can be
reduced to the special rotation graph of the flow defined above.
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Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.11 can be considered as an analogue of Theorem 1.2 of [12], the
latter being formulated in quite different terms and proved by using another technique (the
nice energy functions for gradient-like flows on closed smooth manifolds).
Remark 1.5. We cannot directly carry the above approach over to the classification of
arbitrary Morse–Smale flows on closed surfaces. The reason is that if ϕ is a Morse–Smale
flow with closed orbits on a non-orientable surface, it can occur that among closed orbits of
ϕ there exist the two-sided ones. Another reason is that, when passing from a Morse–Smale
flow ϕ on a connected 2-manifold M with closed orbits to the corresponding gradient-like
flow ϕ′ on some auxiliary 2-manifold N (which is, in general, disconnected, see [8,11]),
we loose some part of information about ϕ. Besides, the polar flows can occur on some
components of N .
Remark 1.6. It turns out that the Peixoto orgraph of Morse–Smale flow on a closed
oriented surface is not its complete topological invariant (see [9] for arguments). This
is so only for gradient-like flows on orientable closed surfaces. Roughly speaking, the
ambiguities can occur in reconstructing the structure of a flow in the neighborhoods of
closed orbits, including their orientations. However the arguments presented in the proof
of Theorem 7 of [3] work in the case of gradient-like flows on closed orientable 2-
manifolds. Moreover one can easily pass from Peixoto orgraph of a gradient-like flow
to the topological invariants of such flow, given in [9] and [12].
In [9], Oshemkov and Sharko have constructed a complete topological invariant for Morse–
Smale flows on closed smooth 2-manifolds in terms of molecules of Morse–Smale flows
which takes into account the possible ambiguities in coding the information about the
closed orbits of a flow, mentioned in Remarks 1.5 and 1.6.
The rest of this section will be devoted to constructing the new topological invariant of
Morse–Smale foliations without closed orbits on closed orientable surfaces. We shall call
such foliations the gradient-like foliations. Our approach to the study of singular foliations
on closed orientable surfaces is due to Bronstein and Nikolaev, who define such foliations
in terms of field of line elements [2]. Under a line element we understand a pair of opposite
vectors {−v, v} of the tangent space TpN of surface N , p ∈ N . Using this approach and
passing from the surface N , on which a foliation is defined, to an appropriate 2-fold
branched covering p :M → N of N , one can reduce the study of foliation on a closed
oriented manifold N to the study of the corresponding Z2-antisymmetric vector field on
an auxiliary compact oriented manifold M [3]. This leads to the definition of foliation
in terms of Z2-antisymmetric vector fields. An analogue of the Andronov–Pontrjagin–
Peixoto theorem for the foliations has been obtained on this way [3]. The notion of
Morse–Smale foliations on oriented closed surface plays here an important role. In [3],
Bronstein and Nikolaev have defined a topological invariant (Peixoto orgraph) for Morse–
Smale foliations on oriented closed surfaces. Taking into account Remark 1.6, this invariant
turns out to be a complete topological invariant only for the Morse–Smale foliations
without closed orbits (called here the gradient-like foliations) and is not so in general case.
We modify here the last invariant for the Morse–Smale foliations without closed orbits
(gradient-like foliations) and define it in terms of current graphs. Actually the current graph
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of a given gradient-like foliation on a surface M contains enough information to recover
the Peixoto orgraph associated with this foliation.
Definition 1.7 [3]. Let M be a closed orientable smooth 2-manifold. A foliation F of class
Cr is a triple (M,π, θ), where π :M ×R→M is a Cr -smooth flow and θ :M→M is a
smooth involution on M , which satisfies the following axioms:
(i) Dθ(π ◦ θ)=−π ;
(ii) θ fixes a finite even number of points W = {w1, . . . ,wk} on M;
(iii) if W = ∅, then M consists of two connected components N1 and N2, so that
the involution θ is a homeomorphism between them. Otherwise, when W = ∅, it is
assumed M that is connected.
If W = ∅, we call the foliation π orientable. Otherwise π is non-orientable. It follows
from the definition of foliation that each point y ∈W is equilibria of the flow π and for
each x ∈ M the involution θ sends the forward half-orbit {πt(x) | t  0} through x to
the backward half-orbit {πt (θ(x)) | t  0} through θ(x) and vice versa. Moreover, for each
x ∈M α(θ(x))= θ(ω(x)).
Now we define a foliation on a closed orientable surface N in terms of field of line
elements on N . Let N be a smooth 2-dimensional manifold without boundary and let
(T N, τ,N) be its tangent bundle. Define an equivalence relation R on TN as follows:
ψ1 ∼ ψ2 if and only if τM(ψ1) = τM(ψ2) and ψ1 = ±ψ2. Denote by LN the quotient
space T N/R and denote by λ the natural projection LN → N . Note, that each fiber
LxN ∼= TxN/R of the fiber bundle (LN,λ,N) over x ∈ N is a cone over RP 1 = S1 and
so is homeomorphic to R2. Then a continuous map σ :N → LN satisfying the condition
λ ◦ σ = idN is called a field of line elements on N [2]. Unfortunately there is no natural
differentiable structure on LN , so we cannot speak directly about structural stability of the
field of line elements defined as above. There is however a natural procedure which allows
to associate with each field of line elements on N a vector field v :M → TM , defined
on a ramified covering manifold M of N . This allows to study many properties of the
fields of line elements in terms of associated vector fields. A singularity of a field σ of line
elements on N is said to be trivial if in some neighbourhood of it in N the field σ can be
reduced to a pair of opposite continuous vector fields. In this case, the singularity is called
orientable, otherwise this is non-orientable. Clearly, we are interested mainly in the study
of non-orientable singularities.
To distinguish between the two definitions of foliation, we use the notation F in the
case, when a foliation is defined as a field of line elements, and denote it by F in opposite
case.
One can pass from a field of line elements F on a smooth orientable connected closed 2-
manifold N to a Z2-antisymmetric vector field F on an auxiliary closed orientable smooth
2-manifold M , as in Definition 1.7. Conversely, to each Z2-antisymmetric, in the sence of
Definition 1.7, vector field F on M one can associate a field of line elements on the closed
connected orientable surface M/θ . To describe both the procedures, we first recall some
needed notions and facts from the theory of branched coverings of closed surfaces. For
details see [4,7,5].
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Let p :M →N be a d-fold branched covering of a closed connected surface N and let
Bp be the branch set of p. Denote by µ(d) the set of all partitions of the number d . To each
point x ∈ Bp there corresponds a non-trivial partition A(x) = [a1, . . . , ar ] of d , A(x) ∈
µ(d), A(x) = [1,1, . . . ,1]. Recall that any two permutations α,β of the symmetric group
Σd are conjugate inΣd if and only if their cyclic presentations determine the same partition
[α] = [β] ∈ µ(d). The collection D = {A(x), x ∈ Bp} is called the branch data of p. Then
|Bp| is a finite number. For a given partition A= [a1, . . . , ar ] ∈ µ(d) denote by V (A) the
number
∑r
i=1(ai − 1)= d − r . If p :M → N is a d-fold branched covering of a closed,
connected surface with branch data D = {A1, . . . ,Ak}, then the total branching v(p) =
v(D)=∑ri=1 V (Ai) is even. Moreover, if N is orientable, then so is M . The map p0 :M \
p−1(Bp)→N \Bp is a d-fold covering without branching. Fix a base point x0 ∈N \Bp .
Lifting loops in N \ Bp based in x0 yields a homomorphism ρ :π1(N \Bp,x0)→Σd .
Two homomorphisms τ, δ :π1(N \ Bp,x0)→ Σd are called equivalent if there exists a
permutation σ ∈ Σd , such that for every ω ∈ π1(N \ Bp,x0): τω = σ−1δωσ . Then the
above homeomorphism ρ is determined uniquely up to the equivalence.
Let p1 :M → N and p2 :L→ N be any two d-fold branched coverings with branch
points in the set B = {y1, . . . , yk}. Then p1 and p2 induce equivalent homomorphisms ρ
and δ, ρ, δ :π1(N \B,x0)→Σd , if and only if the coverings p1 and p2 are equivalent [5].
Let N be a closed, connected orientable surface and let D = {A1, . . . ,Ak} be a
collection of partitions of d,Ai ∈ µ(d). Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a d-fold branched covering p :M→N with M closed and connected and with
the branch data D is as follows [4]:
(a) For N = S2, there exist elements α ∈ Σd, αi ∈ Ai , such that α1 · · ·αk = 1 and the
subgroup 〈α1, . . . , αk〉 generated by α1, . . . , αk acts transitively on {1, . . . , d};
(b) For orientable surface N of genus g(N) = n, there exist elements αi ∈ Σd,αi ∈
Ai,βj , γj ∈Σd, 1 i  k, 1 j  n, such that α1 · · ·αkβ1γ1β−11 γ−11 · · ·βnγnβ−1n ·
γ−1n = 1 and the subgroup 〈α1, . . . , αk,β1, γ1, . . . , βn, γn〉 acts transitively on {1, . . . ,
d}. In the other words, each branched covering p :M → N,g(N) = n, with branch
data D = {A1, . . . ,Ak} is uniquely determined by the ordered collection of permuta-
tions C = (β1, γ1, . . . , βn, γn,α1, . . . , αk) ∈Σ2n+kd such that α1 · · ·αkβ1γ1β−11 γ−11 · · ·
βn · γnβ−1n γ−1n = 1 and 〈α1, . . . , αk,β1, γ1, . . . , βn, γn〉 acts transitively on {1, . . . , d}.
Moreover any two such branched coverings p1,p2 :M → N with branch data D are
equivalent if and only if the corresponding collections C1,C2 ∈Σ2n+kd are conjugate
with respect to the natural action of Σd on Σ2n+kd (see [5,7]).
In the case d = 2, the condition that the number v(D) is even means simply that the
branch data D consists of an even number k of Ai , so the number of branch points of
the given covering is even. In the case d = 2 we also have αi = (1,2), i = 1, . . . , k, so the
conditions (a), (b) on the existence of an 2-fold coveringp :M→N with branch dataD are
satisfied automatically. Therefore all such (non-equivalent) coverings are parametrized by
the ordered collections of 2n permutations β1, γ1, . . . , βn, γn in the symmetric group Σ2.
The total number of non-equivalent coverings over N having the points w1, . . . ,wk ∈ N
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as their branch points is equal to 22n. We are now in position to describe the connection
between the two definitions of foliation.
Let N be a 2-dimensional connected closed smooth manifold of genus g, σ :N → LN
be a field of line elements on N and let W = {w1, . . . ,wm}, m > 0, be the set of all
non-orientable singularities of σ (then m is an even number). Fix any point x ∈N \W . Let
U = {a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg} denote a standard symplectic basis in the homology groupH1(N).
Each class ai(bi) in U can be represented by a simple closed curve a¯i (b¯i respectively)
in N \ W , so that any two different curves intersect only in the single point x . Let
a¯i1, . . . , a¯ik , b¯j1, . . . , b¯jl be all the curves of the collection U which satisfy the following
condition: the restriction of the field σ to any such curve determines two opposite
continuous vector fields on it. Denote the corresponding collection of curves by Sσ . Let
a¯ik+1, . . . , a¯ig , b¯jl+1, . . . , b¯jg be all the remaining curves of the collectionU . To each curve c
in the collectionU we assign a permutation αc = (1)(2) ∈Σ2 if c ∈ Sσ and the permutation
αc = (1,2) ∈Σ2 if c ∈ U \ Sσ . This assignment determines an element of Σ2g2 and thus
defines (uniquely up to equivalence) a 2-fold branched covering p :M→N with the only
branched points in the set W . We describe explicitly the construction of such covering (see
also [5]).
Let f¯1, . . . , f¯m be the set of pair-wise disjoint segments, which join the point
x to the points w1, . . . ,wm, respectively, and intersect the curves in the collection
U only at the point x . Gutting N along the closed curves a¯1, b¯1, . . . , a¯g, b¯g , and
along the segments f¯1, . . . , f¯m, we obtain a polygon Z with the boundary circuit
a¯1, b¯1, a¯G1, b¯
G
1, . . . , a¯g, b¯g, a¯
G
g, b¯
G
g, f¯1, f¯
G
1 , . . . , f¯m, f¯
G
m (G means the change of orientation) in
the indicated order. Let Ẑ be another copy of the polygon Z with the boundary circuit
aˆ1, bˆ1, aˆG1, bˆ
G
1, . . . , aˆg, bˆg, aˆ
G
g, bˆ
G
g, fˆ1, fˆ
G
1 , . . . , fˆm, fˆ
G
m. To obtain the desired cover M of N
and the covering map p :M → N we glue the polygons Z and Ẑ together as follows.
The side f¯i is identified (on account of orientation) with fˆ Gi , i = 1, . . . ,m. Moreover,
a¯i is identified with a¯Gi and aˆi is identified with aˆ
G
i if b¯i ∈ Sσ , and a¯i is identified with
aˆGi and a¯
G
i is identified with aˆi , i = 1, . . . , g, in opposite case. Similarly, we identify
b¯i with b¯Gi , bˆi with bˆ
G
i , if a¯i ∈ Sσ , and identify b¯i with bˆGi , b¯Gi with bˆi , in opposite
case. The resulting orientable closed connected surface is the covering space M . The
canonical projection p :M→N is the 2-fold branched covering of surfaces with the only
branch points w1, . . . ,wm. The transformation group of the covering p :M → N is Z2,
represented by an involution θ :M→M . Clearly the points p−1(w1), . . . , p−1(wm) in M
and only they are invariant under the involution θ . It is not difficult to verify that there is a
unique, up to sign, continuous vector field π = πσ :M→ TM , such that
Dθ(π ◦ θ)=−π and σ(x)= Tp(π(p−1(x))), for each x ∈M \W.
In the case m = 0 the covering space M consists of the connected components
M = N1 ∪ N2, the two copies of N , so that the flow on N1 is opposite to the one on
N2 and the involution θ :N1 → N2 is the natural homeomorphism between N1 and N2
reversing the orbits of the flow [3]. Therefore to each field of line elements F on N having
W = {w1, . . . ,wm} as the set of its non-orientable singularities one can associate a triple
F = (M,π, θ), where M is the covering space of N , π is a continuous vector field on M
and θ is an involution on M , satisfying the conditions (i)–(iii) of Definition 1.7. Moreover,
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if σ has q orientable singularities, then the vector field π in the triple F has precisely 2q
orientable singular points.
Conversely, if a triple F = (M,π, θ) is given and |W | = m= 2l > 0 then, factorizing
M with respect to θ , one passes to a non-orientable foliation F on the surface N =M/θ ,
defined as a field of line elements on M/θ with exactly m non-orientable singularities.
After the factorization, the images of all orbits of π under the map p can be considered
in M/θ as the leaves of the foliation F in M/θ . Note also that the triples (M,π, θ) and
(M,π ′, θ) determine the same foliation F on M/θ , where π ′ is the flow on M , opposite
to π .
Denote by F r (M) a space of all Cr -smooth foliations (M,π, θ) on an orientable
closed smooth 2-manifold M , endowed with uniform topology, i.e., Cr -flows π on M ,
antisymmetric with respect to an involution θ of M .
Definition 1.8. Two foliations F1 = (M,π1, θ1) and F1 = (M,π2, θ2), F1,F2 ∈ F r (M),
are said to be topologically equivalent (the corresponding notation is F1 ∼ F2), if there
exists a homeomorphism h :M →M , which sends the orbits of π1 into the orbits of π2,
preserves their orientations and commutes with the involution, i.e., h ◦ θ1 = θ2 ◦ h.
We shall say that F ∈F r (M) is structurally stable, if there exists a neighborhoodU of F ,
such that for all G ∈ U it holds that F ∼ G. Theorem 2.1 of [3] and Theorem 1 of [3] give
the complete list of generic structurally-stable non-orientable singularities of foliations
F ∈ F r (M) on an orientable closed smooth 2-manifold M , expressed in projection to
the surface M/θ . They are described by Table 1 (see also Fig. 6).
Here H , P and E denote the hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic sectors of the non-
orientable singularity of a foliation.
Definition 1.9 [3]. Let M be a closed orientable smooth 2-manifold and F ∈F r (M). F is
called a Morse–Smale foliation, if it satisfies the following conditions:
Fig. 6.
Table 1
Sectors Singularities Index
HHH tripod −1/2
HP sun-set +1/2
H thorn +1/2
EP apple +3/2
E +3/2
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(i) F has but finitely many orientable singularities and closed orbits, they all being
hyperbolic;
(ii) the set of non-orientable singularities is finite and is exhausted by the four types, given
in the above table;
(iii) every leaf of F , distinct from listed in (i) and (ii), tends to critical elements;
(iv) there are no separatrix connections between critical elements (the case of the same
singular points is not excluded).
Denote by F r0 (M) the subspace of Morse–Smale foliations of F r (M) on a closed
orientable smooth 2-manifold M .
The importance of Morse–Smale foliations in the study of foliations on orientable
closed smooth 2-manifolds is explained by the following
Theorem 1.12 (Theorem 2 of [2] and Theorem 2.2 of [3]). Let M be an orientable closed
smooth 2-manifold and F r (M) be the space of foliations on M of class Cr . The subspace
F r0 (M) of F r (M), consisting of all Morse–Smale foliations, is open and dense in F r (M).
Moreover, all foliations F ∈F r0 (M) are structural stable.
As in the case of Morse–Smale flows, one can define a topological invariant of a Morse–
Smale foliation on a closed orientable smooth 2-manifold M , using its singular orbits
(singular points, closed orbits and separatrices) and their mutual geometric position in M ,
together with some additional information about the types of singularities.
Let F = (M ′,π, θ) be a Morse–Smale foliation on a closed orientable smooth 2-
manifold M ′ and let W ∪ Q ∪ C be a set of critical elements of π , which consists of
m non-orientable singularities w ∈ W , 2n orientable singularities q ∈ Q and 2r closed
orbits c ∈ C. Notice that if C = ∅, one can replace the foliation (M ′,π, θ) on M ′ by
a new Morse–Smale foliation (M,ε, θ1) without closed orbits, defined on another closed
orientable 2-manifold M . For this purpose we proceed as follows. First cut M ′ along each
of 2r cycles, then squeeze the banks of each cut into a point. The resulting 2-manifold
M is, in general, disconnected. The flow ε, defined on M , has 4r nodal singular points
more than π and has no cycles (see Lemma 3.1 of [3]). In order to preserve information
about the cycles of the previous foliation one can distinguish all 2r pairs of nodes of the
new foliation. Unfortunately this information is not sufficient to recover, up to topological
equivalence, the previous foliation (see the above discussion on the Morse–Smale flows).
In the sequel we assume that all Morse–Smale foliations have no closed orbits. By analogue
with flows, we shall call such foliations the gradient-like foliations.
Lemma 3.2 of [3] allows to pass from any gradient-like foliation (M,ε, θ) to a new
gradient-like foliation (M,χ, θ ′) which has no singularities of sun-set type and apple type.
More precisely, in the nieghborhoodR of each such singular pointw one can use homotopy
ht :R×[0,1]→ R with hτ ◦ θ = θ ◦hτ , τ ∈ [0,1], so that its final map h1 takes ε to a new
flow χ which has instead of w one tripod and two nodes more (see Fig. 7(a)), in the case
when w is a sun-set, and has instead of w one thorn and two nodes more (see Fig. 7(b)), in
the case when w is an apple. We shall say then that (M,χ, θ ′) is the reduced foliation of
the gradient-like foliation (M,ε, θ) on M .
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Fig. 7.
For any gradient-like foliation F = (M,ε, θ) on M one can define its orgraph X with
the vertex set VX = Singχ and the edge set EX = Sepχ , where the foliation (M,χ, θ ′) is
the reduced foliation of the foliation (M,ε, θ) on M . The graph X is tripartite, its upper
level α consists of the sources of χ , a lower level ω consists of the sinks of χ and a middle
level σ is formed by 2-, 4- and 6-separatrix saddles. To every separatrix of χ joining
a saddle point to a sink (source) of χ we assign an oriented edge joining the corresponding
pair of vertices in VX and respecting the direction of the separatrix. Moreover,
(i) we distinguish all subgraphs in X, each having 3 vertices and 2 edges, which appear
in the flow χ after replacing sun-sets and apples in the flow ε;
(ii) if the foliation F = (M,ε, θ) is orientable, so that M consists of two connected
components N1 ∪ N2, and if ε has no saddle points, then N1 ∼= N2 = S2, and the
flow ε restricted to N1(N2) is a polar flow on N1 (N2, respectively) with a source v1
and a sink u1 (with the source v2 and the sink u2, respectively). In this case the graph
X of the foliation F is defined as a graph consisting of four vertices v1, u1, v2 and u2
and the two oriented edges e1 and e2 joining v1 to u1 and v2 to u2, respectively.
Notice that the graph X of a gradient-like foliation F = (M,ε, θ) is disconnected if
and only if the foliation F is orientable. In this case X consists of two identical disjoint
copies of a connected orgraph. Note also that for each gradient-like foliationF = (M,ε, θ)
the involution θ ′ of M from its reduced foliation (M,χ, θ ′) induces an involution θ ′ of the
graph X of the foliation F , so that θ ′(α)= ω. Moreover, if the set P of the saddle points
of F is non-empty, then θ ′ fixes only 2- and 6-separatrix saddles and brings 4-separatrix
saddles to each other. Therefore θ ′ keeps all distinguished subgraphs of X fixed.
In the sequel we use the same notation θ for the involutions of M from the foliations
(M,ε, θ) and (M,χ, θ ′), as this does not lead to any ambiguity.
The orgraph X is not a complete topological invariant of gradient-like foliations [3].
To make of the graph X a complete topological invariant of these foliations, we have
to endow X additionally with the structure of rotation graph, the rotation system on X
being determined by the natural embedding of X into M . Given a gradient-like foliation
F = (M,ε, θ) on a closed orientable surface M , we have the natural embedding of its
orgraphX into M . This embedding is always 2-cell [3]. Therefore any choice of orientation
on M induces a rotation system R on X.
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Definition 1.10 [3]. (X,R) and (X,R∗), where R∗ is the mirror image of the rotation R,
are called the Peixoto orgraphs of the foliation F . We shall say that two Peixoto orgraphs
(X,R) and (Y,S) are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism between their underlying
distinguished oriented tripartite graphs X and Y , which preserves the rotation systems on
them, up to mirror symmetry.
Bronstein and Nikolaev actually showed in [3] (see also Remark 1.6) that the Peixoto
orgraph is a complete topological invariant of Morse–Smale foliations without closed
orbits on closed orientable surfaces (recall that in this paper we study only gradient-
like foliations). Thus the topological classification of gradient-like foliations on closed
orientable surfaces is reduced to the classification of special graphs endowed with rotation
systems. Because of our definition of foliation, the topological classification of orientable
Morse–Smale foliations on a closed orientable smooth 2-manifold (recall that such a
manifold consists of two connected components) is then reduced to the topological
classification of Morse–Smale flows on closed orientable surfaces. For this reason, we
concentrate here on the study of non-orientable gradient-like foliations.
Definition 1.11. An abstract orgraph is a tripartite orgraph X̂ with the vertex set VX̂ =
α ∪ σ ∪ ω, where α, σ and ω are the sets of vertices of upper, middle and lower levels,
respectively. The set σ is decomposed as σ = σ2 ∪ σ4 ∪ σ6, where σ2, σ4 and σ6 are the
sets of vertices of degree 2, 4 and 6, respectively. For each v ∈ σ deg+ v = deg− v.
There are in X̂ only the oriented edges coming from the vertices v ∈ α to the vertices
w ∈ σ or from the vertices w ∈ σ to the vertices u ∈ ω. Moreover,
(i) there is an involution θ : X̂→ X̂, which fixes σ2 and σ6-vertices (if any) and moves
σ4-vertices (if any) to each other; besides, it holds θ(α)= ω and θ(ω)= α;
(ii) for some vertices s ∈ σ2 and for some vertices t ∈ σ6 2-edge subgraphs a − s − b
and/or 2-edge subgraphs c − t − d are distinguished, where a, c ∈ α, b, d ∈ ω; these
subgraphs are invariant under the involution θ .
Definition 1.12. An abstract orgraph X̂ is called an abstract Peixoto orgraph (X,R), if
there exists a rotation system R so that each walk in X̂ induced by R is either a standard
molecule or an Andronov molecule.
In the remaining part of this section under a surface we shall understand either a closed
connected smooth 2-manifold, or a closed smooth 2-manifold consisting of two connected
components (as in Definition 1.7). It follows from Theorem B of [3] that the only abstract
Peixoto graphs can be realized as the Peixoto graphs of gradient-like foliations on surfaces.
We are now in position to define a new topological invariant of gradient-like foliation on a
surface.
Let F = (M,ε, θ) be a gradient-like foliation on a surface M with the set of non-
orientable singularities W,W ⊂ M and let F ′ = (M,χ, θ) be the reduced foliation of
F on M . By Definition 1.7, M is connected if W = ∅ and M consists of two identical
copies of a surface, M = N1 ∪N2, if W = ∅. Choose an orientation on M (if M consists
of two connected components, M = N1 ∪ N2, choose the orientations on N1 and N2,
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coherent with respect to the homeomorphism θ :N1 → N2). Let (X,R) be the Peixoto
graph of the foliation F . It follows from the definition (X,R) that the rotation system
R on X is determined by the natural embedding of X into M and by the choice of
orientation on M . Notice that the involution θ on X sends each edge e of X onto another
edge e˜ of X. Define the combinatorial non-oriented graph G as a graph with the vertex
set VG = VX/θ and the edge set EG = EX/θ (here we forget orientations on the edges
of X). An incidence structure IG for the graph G is given as follows. Let e ∈ EX be
the edge of X joining a vertex a ∈ α with a vertex c ∈ σ and let e˜ ∈ Ex be the edge of
X joining the vertex θ(a) ∈ ω with the vertex θ(c) ∈ σ , where θ(e) = e˜. Then the edge
{e, e˜} of G joins the vertex {θ(a), a} with the vertex {c, θ(c)} in G (if c ∈ W , then
θ(c) = c and {c, θ(c)} = {c}). Denote by ρ the canonical graph projection ρ :X → G.
Then G is the bipartite graph with the vertex set decomposition VG = V 1G ∪ V 2G, where
V 1G = ρ(α)= ρ(ω) and V 2G = ρ(σ). Clearly, ρ sends each distinguished subgraph (a, s, a˜)
or (d, t, d˜) of X onto a 1-edge subgraph (v, s) ((w, t) respectively) of G, where v = {a, a˜}
and w = {d, d˜}. We mark the edges of all such 1-subgraphs of G by dashed lines. Notice
that G admits, in general, self-adjacencies and multiple edges. As 1-dimensional CW -
complex, G admits a geometric realization on the surface M/θ . To see this, we identify
the vertices of G with the corresponding singular points of the foliation F on M/θ and
the edges of G with the singular leaves of F . The natural embedding of G into M/θ is
denoted by j . Let p :M →M/θ be the canonical projection. Recall that p :M →M/θ
is a 2-fold branched covering with branch points only in the set W,W ⊂ σ . Clearly, j is
a 2-cell embedding of G into the orientable surface M/θ . Fix the orientation on M/θ ,
which agrees with the given orientation on M with respect to the covering map p. Denote
by T the rotation system on G, determined by the embedding j :G→M/θ and the fixed
orientation on the surface M/θ . Then the Heffter–Edmonds embedding of G into M/θ
determined by the rotation graph (G,T ) is equivalent to the embedding j :G→M/θ . It is
clear that the cellular map p : (M,X)→ (M/θ,G) is the extension of the graph projection
ρ :X→G. Therefore, the Heffter–Edmonds embedding of the graphX into M determined
by the rotation graph (X,R) is the lift of the Heffter–Edmondes embedding of G into M/θ
determined by the rotation graph (G,T ). Moreover the map p : (M,X)→ (M/θ,G) is a
cellular 2-fold branched covering with the only branch points in the set W . Note also that
the rotation graph (X,R) of the foliation F on a surface M is determined uniquely up
to the mirror symmetry of the rotation system R. Similarly, the rotation graph (G,T ) of
the foliation F on the (connected) surface M/θ is determined uniquely up to the mirror
symmetry of the rotation system T on G.
The idea of constructing a new topological invariant for the gradient-like foliations F
(or F ) is to consider instead of (X,R) the rotation graph (G,T ) and supply it with
additional information about the cellular branched covering p : (M,X)→ (M/θ,G). It
is known that such cellular branched coverings can be described by means of the so-called
current graphs. To make it explicit we have to introduce the notion of current graph, as
in [6].
Definition 1.13. Let (G,T ) be a finite rotation graph and H be a finite graph. A current
assignment in a group H for a rotation graph (G,T ) is an assignment β :E0G→H , where
E0G is the set of oriented edges of G, so that the value β(e+) on an oriented edge e+
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is the inverse in H of the value β(e−), i.e., the value on the same edge with opposite
orientation. The triple (G,T ,β) is called a current graph.
Given a current graph (G,T ,β), there is a natural procedure to obtain a new graph Gβ ,
called the derived graph of (G,T ,β). The vertex set of Gβ is C ×H , where C is the set
of walks in G determined by the rotation system T on G. The edge set of Gβ is a twisted
product of the edge set EG and the group H . More precisely, the oriented edge (e+, h)
of Gβ , e ∈ EG, h ∈ H , originates at the vertex (c,h), where c is the orbit containing
e+, and terminates at the vertex (d,β(e+)h), where d is the orbit containing e−, while
(e−, β(e+)h) is the reverse of (e+, h).
Define a rotation system on the derived graph Gβ as follows. Let e0, . . . , en−1 be
the oriented edges, written in the orbital order, of an orbit c of the current graph
(G,T ,β). Then the rotation at the vertex (c,h) of the derived rotation system Tβ is
a cyclic permutation which sends the oriented edge (ei, h) on the oriented edge (ei+1, h),
i = 0, . . . , n− 1, modulo n.
Let v ∈ VG and f0, . . . , fq−1 be the cyclic order of the set of oriented edges originating
at v. We shall say that the order of current source at v is equal s, if the element
β(v) = β(fq−1) · β(fq−2) · · ·β(f0) has order s in H . The order of current source at v
is well-defined.
Theorem 1.13 (Gross and Alpert, Theorem 2 [6]). Let the current graph (G,T ,β) have
as its non-trivial current sources the vertices v1, . . . , vp of order n1, . . . , np , respectively,
in H . Then the Heffter–Edmonds embedding of (Gβ,Tβ) is a cellular branched covering
over the dual Heffter–Edmonds embedding of the rotation graph (G,T ). For i = 1, . . . , p,
there are |H |/ni points in the fiber over the branch point in the face v∗i , each of branching
index ni .
Let us return to the study of relationship between the embeddings of X into M
and G into M/θ . Using the terminology of current graphs and Theorem 1.13, we can
present the Peixoto graph (X,R) of any gradient-like foliation F = (M,ε, θ) on M as
the distinguished graph, dual of the derived rotation graph of some marked current graph
(G,T ,β) with the current assignment in Z2. To make it explicit we proceed as follows. Let
us enumerate 2-cells of the embedding p :G→M/θ in an arbitrary order, say c1, . . . , cp .
Denote by c0i and c1i the two 2-cells of the preimage of the 2-cell ci under the map
p :M → M/θ . There is no canonical way of assigning the superscripts 0 and 1 to the
cells of the preimage p−1(ci), i = 1, . . . , p, so we label them by these symbols arbitrarily.
Let e be any edge of the graph G and let ci and cj be the two cells of the embedding
j :G → M/θ containing e in the oriented circuit of its boundary (the case i = j is
possible). Let e˜1 and e˜2 be the two lifts of the edge e on M and let cki and clj be the two cells
on M each containing e˜t in the oriented circuit of its boundary. We assign to e the value 0
or 1 in accordance to whether or not k ≡ l (mod 2). It is easily seen that the assignment β
does not depend on the choice of e˜t in the pair {e˜1, e˜2}, and so is well-defined. We
shall call the triple (G,T ,β) the labeled current graph of the foliation F = (M,ε, θ) or
the corresponding foliation F on M/θ = N . However the current assignment β on the
edges of G depends on the labeling the 2-cells of each pair p−1(ci) by the superscripts
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0 and 1. To avoid this ambiguity, we introduce an equivalence relation on the current
assignments β on EOG . We shall say that the current assignments β1 and β2 on G are
equivalent if they produce the equivalent coverings p1 :M → N, p2 :M → N . The class
of current assignments on G which contains the assignment β will be denoted by β˜ . We
shall call the triple (G,T , β˜) the current graph of the foliation F = (M,ε, θ). Note that
any two equivalent with respect to the covering map p :M→M/θ current assignments β1
and β2 have the same non-trivial current sources.
Obviously, the current graph of a foliation is a topological invariant of gradient-like
foliations on surfaces. By definition of the current graph of a gradient-like foliation, to
each polar foliation F on S2 one assigns the current graph (L,TP ,βP ) with VL = {u,v}
and EL = {e}, where e is a unique (non-oriented) edge joining u to v, TP is a unique
rotation system on L and βP is the trivial voltage assignment on EOL .
Proposition 1.14. Let (G,T , β˜) be a current graph of the foliation F on M/θ
corresponding to the triple F = (M,χ, θ). The non-trivial current sources (i.e., of order 2)
of (G,T , β˜) are precisely the vertices of G, corresponding to the tripods and thorns of
the foliation F on M/θ .
Proof. Fix an orientation on the surface M . Let (X,R) be a rotation graph of a foliation
F = (M,χ, θ) on the surface M . Denote by i, i :X→M , the natural embedding of the
graph X into the surface M , given by the geometric positions of the separatreces and
singular points of the foliation F in M . The rotation graph (X,R) determines the Heffter–
Edmonds embedding of the graph X into M , equivalent to the natural embedding of the
graph X into M . Fix some β in β˜. Let (Gβ,Tβ) be the derived rotation graph of the current
graph (G,T ,β) and let (H,S) be the rotation graph dual of the graph X with respect to
the natural embedding i :X→M . The graph H is also naturally embedded into M and
the corresponding embedding is 2-cell. Denote by T ′ the rotation system on the graph H
determined by the natural embedding ofH intoM . It is easily to see that the rotation graphs
(H,T ′) and (Gβ,Tβ) are isomorphic. By definition of the map p :M →M/θ , the branch
points of the covering map p are exactly the thorns and tripods of the foliation F on M/θ .
On the other hand, Theorem 1.13 implies that the branch points of the Heffter–Edmonds
embedding of the derived rotation graph (Gβ,Tβ) over the rotation graph (G,T ) are
exactly the vertices of G, which are the current sources of non-trivial order, i.e., the thorns
and tripods of the foliation F on M/θ . This completes the proof of the proposition. ✷
Remark 1.7. The current graph of a gradient-like foliation F on orientable surface M has
no non-trivial current sources if and only if the foliation F is orientable. In this case the
current graph of the reduced foliationF ′ = (M,χ, θ), where M =N1∪N2, coincides with
the graphX of the flow χ , restricted to N1, and with the orientations of the edges forgotten.
Example 1.2. Here we revisit the gradient-like foliation F = (M,ε, θ) defined on
the pretzel M = T 2 #T 2, given by Bronstein and Nikolaev in [3]. Here SingF = {2 thorns,
2 tripods, apple, sun-set}. The Peixoto orgraph (X,R) of the foliation F is indicated in
Fig. 8. The edges of distinguished subgraphs of X are indicated by dashed lines.
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v ∈ VX v1 v2 v3 v4
Local rotation a1b2a2b3a3b2 a4b4 a5b6a6b7a7b5 a8b8
v ∈ VX v5 v6 α1 ω1
Local rotation a9b9 b10a11b12a10b11a12 trivial trivial
Fig. 8. The graph X of the foliation F .
Fig. 9. The labelled current graph of the foliation F on S2.
Passing to the surface M/θ , we shall obtain a foliation F defined on a sphere S2.
The singular points and singular leaves of F form the graph of this foliation. The 1-
edge marked subgraphs of G are indicated by the dashed lines. The rotation graph (G,T )
of the foliation F is given by the natural embedding of G into S2 with the choice of
counterclockwise orientation on the visualized part of S2 given in the projection to the
plane (see Fig. 9). The current assignment on the edges of G is also indicated in Fig. 9.
It is reasonable to ask what types of cells can occur for a gradient-like foliation F on the
(connected) surface M/θ . The same reasoning as before show that, besides the standard
and Andronov cells (with non-oriented boundary edges), the following cells can also occur:
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(a) the cells obtained from a standard cell by gluing together its α- and ω-points or its
σ -points w1 and w2, where w1,w2 ∈Q;
(b) the cell corresponding to a polar foliation on S2 (see above).
Definition 1.14. Let (G1,R1, β1) and (G2,R2, β2) be the two labelled current graphs of
foliations and let VG1 = V 1G1 ∪ V 2G1 , VG2 = V 1G2 ∪ V 2G2 be their vertex set decompositions.
We shall say that (G1,R1, β1) and (G2,R2, β2) are equivalent if there exists an isomor-
phism h :G1 →G2 of graphs, satisfying the following conditions:
(1) h(V 1G1)= V 1G2 , h(V 2G1)= V 2G2 ;(2) h sends the marked edges of G1 onto those of G2;
(3) h respects the rotation systems R1 and R2 or the rotation systems R1 and RG2;
(4) h(β1) = β2, i.e., h preserves the current assignments on the edges of the graphs G1
and G2.
We shall say that the current graphs (G1, T1, β˜1) and (G2, T2, β˜2) of the foliations F1 and
F2, respectively, on a surface M are equivalent, if for some choice of β1 in β˜1 and β2 in
β˜2 the labelled current graphs (G1, T1, β1) and (G2, T2, β2) of foliations are equivalent.
Proposition 1.15. Two gradient-like foliations F1 = (M,ε1, θ1) and F2 = (M,ε2, θ2) on
a surface M are topologically equivalent if and only if their current graphs are equivalent.
Proof. Since the current graph of a gradient-like foliation is its topological invariant, we
have only to prove the “only if” part of the assertion.
LetF1 andF2 be any two gradient-like foliations on a surfaceM with equivalent current
graphs (G1, T1, β˜1) and (G2, T2, β˜2), respectively. If one of the current graphs Gi has no
non-trivial current sources, then the other one has also no current non-trivial sources, both
the foliations F1 and F2 are orientable and the assertion follows from the topological
classification of gradient-like flows on orientable closed surfaces. Suppose now that both
the current graphs (G1, T1, β˜1) and (G2, T2, β˜2) have the non-trivial current sources.
Let h :G1 → G2 be the isomorphism between the bipartite graphs G1 and G2 which
establishes the equivalence of current graphs of the foliations. Then h is an isomorphism
of the current graphs (G1, T1, β1) and (G2, T2, β2) for appropriate choice of β1 in β˜1 and
β2 in β˜2. Let (Y1, ϕ1) and (Y2, ϕ2) be the derived rotation graphs of the current graphs
(G1, T1, β1) and (G2, T2, β2), respectively. By the definition of the derived graph of a
current graph, the isomorphism h between the current graphs (G1, T1, β1) and (G2, T2, β2)
can be extended to an isomorphism h˜ between the rotation graphs (Y1, ϕ1) and (Y2, ϕ2).
This gives an equivalence between the Heffter–Edmonds embeddings of the graphs Y1
and Y2 into surface M generated by the rotation systems ϕ1 and ϕ2, respectively. Let
g : (M,Y1)→ (M,Y2) be the corresponding homeomorphism of M onto itself which maps
isomorphically the 1-CW -complex Y1 onto the 1-CW -complex Y2. The homeomorphism
g : (M,Y1) → (M,Y2) gives actually an isomorphism of the graphs duals of Y1 and
Y2 in M . Let (X1,R1) and (X1,R2) be the Peixoto orgraphs of the foliations F1 and
F2, respectively. The graphs X1 and X2, naturally embedded in M , are duals of Y1
and Y2 in M , by the definition of current graph of the foliation. Therefore, we may
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assume that, after some isotopy, g becomes a homeomorphism of M onto M which
maps isomorphically the graph X1 onto the graph X2. By the definitions of rotation
graph and Heffter–Edmonds embedding, g yields an isomorphism f of rotation graphs
(X1,R1) and (X2,R2). We may assume, without loss of generality, that f sends α-
vertices of X1 onto α-vertices of X2. Let p1 :M → M/θ1 and p2 :M → M/θ2 be
the canonical projections. Since h(V 2G1) = V 2G2 , p1(σ1) = V 2G1 and p2(σ2) = V 2G2 , where
σ1 and σ2 are the saddle point sets of the foliations F1 and F2, respectively we have
f (σ1) = σ2. It follows that f is an isomorphism of tripartite orgraphs X1 and X2.
Moreover, since p1 maps the distinguished 2-edge subgraphs of X1 onto the marked
1-edge subgraphs of G1, p2 maps the distinguished 2-edge subgraphs of X2 onto the
marked 1-edge subgraphs of G2, h respects marked 1-edge graphs and the map f is
the lifting of h, it is clear that f maps the distinguished subgraphs of X1 onto those
of X2. Thus, f is an isomorphism of the Peixoto orgraphs (X1,R1) and (X2,R2) of
the foliations F1 and F2. By Theorem A of [3] (which is valid for the gradient-like
foliations on closed orientable surfaces), the foliations F1 and F2 are topologically
equivalent. ✷
As a consequence, the current graph of foliation is a topological invariant of gradient-
like foliations F(F ) on a closed orientable connected surface M (N  M/θ). This
invariant is however defined in terms of current graphs (G,T , β˜). Recall that the
graph G is naturally embedded in the surface N and the rotation T is determined
by this embedding up to the mirror symmetry. Let l be any closed simple curve on
N , which does not pass through the singular points of the field of line elements F
and intersects the edges of G transversely. Fix a point v ∈ l. Let e1, . . . , ek be the
cyclic sequence of edges of the graph G which meet, when traveling along l, starting
from the point v. For a given β ∈ β˜, the number β(G,T )(l) = ∑ki=1 β(ei) (mod 2)
is called a current of l with respect to the labeled current graph (G,T ,β). Then for
any β,γ ∈ β˜ we have β(G,T )(l) = γ(G,T )(l). Let a¯1, b¯1, a¯2, b¯2, . . . , a¯n, b¯n be the simple
curves in N \W , as before, which form a standard symplectic basis in H1(N). Then the
conditions:
β(ai)= 0 ⇐⇒ ai ∈ Sσ ,β(bj )= 0 ⇐⇒ bj ∈ Sσ , i = 1, . . . , g, and β(wl) = 1, i =
1, . . . ,m, determine a class of current assignments β˜ in the triple (G,T , β˜) uniquely.
Thus, the problem of topological classification of gradient-like foliations on a closed
orientable surface is reduced to the combinatorial problem of the classification of current
graphs of foliations.
In [13], by analogue with an abstract Peixoto graph of foliation, we introduce the notion
of abstract current graph of gradient-like foliation on closed orientable surface and consider
the corresponding problem of realization.
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